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TIGER – A Fast Trigger Processor based on Sampling
ADCs and Real-Time Feature Extraction

For the upcoming measurements of deeply virtual Compton scattering at the COMPASS-II experiment at
CERN/SPS we have developed a modular high speed (1GS/s) and high resolution (>10.5 effective bits) sam-
pling ADC module, which allows for trigger decisions based on digital comparisons of signal amplitudes, co-
incidence times and geometric conditions. Featuring digital pulse processing in real-time to bypass hardware
discrimination the firmware resolves pile-up pulses for double or triple signal overlays.

Summary
Thehit information obtained from the sampling ADC system is buffered for the subsequent readout. In parallel
a version of this hit information, although reduced in data volume, is provided as trigger primitiveswith a fixed
latency for a digital trigger subsystem. The trigger primitives from up to 18 GANDALFmodules contained in a
single VME64x/VXS crate are transmitted via the backplane to the so called TIGER module. The synchronous
transfer protocol was optimized for low latencies and offers a bandwidth of up to 8 Gbit/s per link. The key
components of the TIGER module is a Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T FPGA, offering vast programmable logic, em-
bedded memory and DSP resources. It is complemented by an additional dual-port double-data-rate memory,
a computer-on-module with an Intel Atom processor and a mobile PCI Express graphics processor mezzanine
card, respectively. Besides the VXS backplane ports, the board features two optical SFP+ transceivers, 32 LVDS
inputs and 32 programmable LVDS outputs and a Gigabit Ethernet port for configuration and monitoring.

The GANDALF module by itself is a 6U-VME64x/VXS carrier board which can host two custom mezzanine
cards. Although our initial focus was on the digitization of signals from the recoil detector we tried to keep
the module as general as possible. Exchangeable mezzanine cards allow for very different applications such
as analog-to-digital (ADC) or time-to digital (TDC) conversion, coincidence matrix formation, fast pattern
recognition or fast trigger generation.
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